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About Deloitte Research
Deloitte Research, a part of Deloitte Services LP, identifies,
analyzes, and explains the major issues driving today’s
business dynamics and shaping tomorrow’s global
marketplace. From provocative points of view about strategy
and organizational change to straight talk about economics,
regulation and technology, Deloitte Research delivers
innovative, practical insights companies can use to improve
their bottom-line performance. Operating through a network
of dedicated research professionals, senior consulting
practitioners of the various member firms of Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu, academics and technology specialists, Deloitte
Research exhibits deep industry knowledge, functional
understanding, and commitment to thought leadership. In
boardrooms and business journals, Deloitte Research is
known for bringing new perspective to real-world concerns.

Foreword
China is moving from the world’s
manufacturer to become a center for
entrepreneurship and innovation in the
world economy. Entrepreneurship will be
vital to generating growth and jobs in its
economy. We are pleased to have worked
with the China Venture Capital Association
to develop this report. As venture capital
and private equity investors link global capital to the promise
of China’s entrepreneurial companies, the seven disciplines
identified by this report are instructive for all executives
investing and working in China.
Clarence Kwan
Deloitte & Touche LLP
Managing Partner, US Chinese Services Group

The China venture capital industry is in its
infancy but has experienced rapid, profitable
growth. We are pleased to offer this report,
“Seven Disciplines of Venturing in China”
created by Deloitte Services LP and the China
Venture Capital Association which researches
the challenges and opportunities of venture
investing in China for the benefit of fellow
venture investors, limited partners and of course
entrepreneurs worldwide. We intend to update this report on
a regular basis and hope you enjoy reading it.
Chang Sun
Chairman of the China Venture Capital Association
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Introduction
2004 was a turnaround year for venture investing in China.
After a three year slow down in investments, over $1.2
billion1 was invested into Chinese ventures. Venture capital
and private equity financed companies like Shanda, Li Ning,
China Finance Online went public on US, Hong Kong or
Singapore markets raising hundreds of millions in new capital
yielding billions of dollars in valuations. Despite regulatory
uncertainty in 2005, interviews with members of the China
Venture Capital Association finds continued optimism for
selective investment and successful exits in 2005.
Venture capital and private equity firms are transforming
Chinese enterprises by helping them to tap into innovative
practices, global commercial and capital markets. In addition
to creating companies with modern corporate practices and
high value jobs, venture capital and private equity also create
a “new guanxi” by connecting the world economy to
opportunities for growth in China. But unlike investing in
developed markets, investing in China is substantially different
in all aspects of the deal: from sourcing, to management
through exit. Some illustrative differences include the:
• Challenges of due diligence on entrepreneurs and
companies where information is scarce,
• Development of shared understandings on corporate
governance, shareholder and intellectual property rights
• Sourcing of professional managerial talent to grow the
company and to exit by listing in foreign markets
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Based on detailed interviews with pioneering venture capital
and private equity investors the research identified the
mastery of seven disciplines as vital to successful investment in
China. These include:
• Developing “guanxi” or social capital networks to access
information, and to establish and maintain business
relationships
• Implementing corporate governance and shareholder rights
• Managing intellectual property
• Adapting foreign business models to local Chinese contexts
• Adding managerial and technical value to grow enterprises
without much global experience
• Establishing clear pathways to exits through innovative legal
structures
• Navigating complex political and regulatory environments
for competitive advantage
The key lessons of leading investors and innovators in China
can inform all potential investors in the country - from limited
partners in equity firms to corporate investors establishing
operations in China. This report outlines the key features of
the Chinese venture capital and equity market place. It
illustrates the application of the above principles to different
aspects of venture and private equity deals from sourcing, to
managing and exiting the deal. As the Chinese economy
grows institutional capital from private equity and venture
investors are transforming private and state owned enterprises
into world class multinationals. But the art of a successful
investment in China will require the patient development and
exercise of the seven principles outlined in this report.

Venture Capital & Private Equity in
China: The Emergent Environment
The institutional private equity and venture capital
environment in China is substantially different than the United
States or Europe. First it is relatively young – the earliest
China-focused funds were started in the 1980s and the notion
of shareholder capital is not older than a generation. Thus,
these sectors, as with all financial sectors, are still evolving
their infrastructures to support the financing of new
companies. The Chinese venture industry is characterized by
two types of firms: those based and registered in China and
those based outside of China financed with foreign capital.
Currently, local firms have a number of challenges in raising
capital and ensuring exits are local. Listing on local stock
markets is unattractive as it (1) requires government
permissions that are not easy to acquire, (2) lacks liquidity due
to stringent lockup requirements and (3) the Chinese stock
market has seen no real upward movement in the last three
years. This lack of upward movement makes local sources of
venture capital unattractive to entrepreneurs and investments
from these venture capitalists in deals have declined. In
contrast, investments by foreign based venture funds have
increased considerably. Many of these investments are in
companies often with good cash flows ready to access foreign
markets. Thus it is not unusual to find some ventures move
directly from Series A first round financing to an initial public
offering in a foreign market – a model that is very unusual in
North America or Western Europe. Entrepreneurs also find
listing on foreign markets a source of prestige for enhancing
their company’s brand and an opportunity to diversify
personal and country risk.
Much of the early venture capital went to sectors such as
telecommunications, eCommerce and online gaming targeted
to consumers. More recently, as more capital has chased
fewer quality deals in these sectors, experienced investors are
increasingly diversifying to make deals in other sectors such as
consumer business, manufacturing, pharmaceuticals and high
technology. In contrast to venture capital there are few buyout
deals by private equity. Much of the institutional capital is
utilized to fund smaller ventures often with good cash flows
to provide expansion capital or to accelerate access to foreign
capital markets.

All venture capitalists and private equity investors in China
have to overcome some unique challenges in their operating
environment. Because the industry is relatively nascent, some
infrastructures and assumptions taken for granted in hot beds
of venture capital such as Silicon Valley are not valid in the
Chinese context.
Some differences include:
• The lack of information infrastructures that accelerate the
flow of information about opportunities, entrepreneurs and
companies amongst investors. To compensate, investors
must spend considerable time and effort in gathering
accurate information throughout the deal process.
• As entrepreneurial experience with institutional capital is
relatively new, investors need to expend considerable efforts
in some deals to educate entrepreneurs about corporate
structures, governance, shareholder rights and intellectual
property protection.
• As managerial experience in finance and international
operations is scarce, substantial value must be added to
prepare companies for foreign listings;
• As exits in local markets are difficult due to the
shareholding structures, listing rules and liquidity, investors
have to innovate to enable attractive foreign listings.
Despite these differences, innovative venture capital and
private equity firms have mastered a series of disciplines to
help grow and nurture Chinese entrepreneurial ventures into
well financed world class companies poised to compete
effectively both in domestic Chinese and foreign markets.
These disciplines shape a distinctive form of venturing that is
not easily replicated by inexperienced foreign investors.
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The Seven Disciplines
of Chinese Venture Leaders
1. The “Guanxi” Discipline
The research found seven key disciplines that enable
successful venture capital and private equity investment. The
first and foremost discipline is the discipline of “guanxi” – or
the cultivation and use of social capital embedded in a
network of social and business relations. Guanxi is widely
stated as important in Chinese business relationships – but its
multidimensionality and influence is often misunderstood in
the West. In China, business of any consequence is rarely
done between strangers. Guanxi or social capital from
“guanxi” networks bridge the trust and information gaps
enabling business transactions among individuals or firms.
Guanxi is a highly personalized Chinese system of social
capital enabling mutual, preferential favors based upon trust
or mutual benefit. It can substitute for and even override
institutional or legal guarantees, helping those with high
levels of social capital to jump ahead of queues and snip
through layers of bureaucratic delays. Guanxi is practically
universal – influencing the most mundane to the most critical
Chinese relationships. It is highly personal, specific, local and
contextual and therefore one person’s guanxi, no matter how
high, will never trump all. Guanxi lasts as long as the personal
relationships of the parties involved and hence is subject to
the whims and vicissitudes that affect the lifespan of any
personal relationships. It may not be economic in nature as
the person’s first experience of guanxi is within one’s own
family. It most certainly is not instant the way that some
western business relationships are formed and needs to be
cultivated over years if not decades. Newly formed guanxi
may find it hard to compete with decades-old guanxi formed
since grade school or between family members.
Social capital in the form of “guanxi” is vital as a source of
information and as a basis for influencing business behavior in
every part of the deal: from sourcing and developing the deal,
to its management and exit. While in America or Europe,
business can easily be conducted among strangers based on
the trust placed in institutional and legal recourse, this is not
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the case in China. Guanxi and related investments in
information gathering overcome the inefficiency of
information markets and the trust gap among business people
in China. For example, deal flow in the U.S. can often rely on
brand recognition and reputation of the venture firm based
upon the widespread, decades-long acceptance of venture
capital by entrepreneurs. Top firms can get numerous
business plans and referrals of ventures directly from
entrepreneurs or other interested parties. In contrast current
deal flow in China often requires a more proactive search by
investors to identify target companies. This can be undertaken
through a top-down, sector by sector analyses of potential
target investments or the use of “guanxi” networks to reach
out and identify potential companies for investment. IDG
Technology Venture Investment (IDG), one of the most
successful venture investors in China illustrates one innovative
way of sourcing deals and gathering information. With its
numerous, popular publications on information technology
and other subjects, IDG’s journalists serve as a key source of
building “guanxi” and information on promising companies.
Journalists are often asked by their interviewees for referrals
to IDG general partners to discuss potential financing of new
ventures. In addition to its brand equity derived from it
popular magazines, joint ventures with key Chinese ministries
such as the Ministry of Information Industry add to the firm’s
stature and “guanxi” among entrepreneurs. This in turn helps
IDG have a good pipeline of potential deals.
In the US, due diligence in the deal development phase can be
as simple as calling up strangers such as former employers
and current or prospective customers. In China, one has to
have the guanxi to gain access to such potentially sensitive
information or one has to rely on international detective
agencies that also rely on their guanxi. Much more important
than such reference checks is the mutual due diligence
between entrepreneur and investor which is done in the
extended Chinese style of relationship-building based on
seeing each other in all kinds of settings in and outside of

work in hopes of revealing true character. Since there is much
less reliance on contracts and institutions and far greater
emphasis on personal relationships, this mutual due diligence
is a significant, delicate, time-consuming and critical stage of
deal making in China. Mutual due diligence is really mutual
guanxi building between investor and management.
Sometimes it can take more than a year to develop the
“guanxi” to close the deal. Here the role of “guanxi” is very
different than a U.S. business friendship where the logic of
profit and expediency may trump the personal needs of the
friendship and where one may ultimately rely on the law to
settle disputes. Instead guanxi forms the basis of trust,
friendship as well as mutual economic need vital to enabling
the investor to influence management in transforming a
company to meet the needs of global institutional investors.
Once a deal is done, “guanxi” can also help companies gain
competitive advantage. One U.S. venture capitalist, Clifford
Higgerson, partner at ComVentures said that he saw guanxi at
work in a proposed deal with a cellular handset manufacturer.
The manufacturer could use her husband’s guanxi to place
their handsets in the front of retail stores while relegating
competitors’ to the back shelves. Guanxi can thus influence
competition and help some firms succeed over others.
Guanxi can also be helpful in guiding the timing and choice of
exits. For example many industries including the information
industries are extensively regulated in China, or dependent on
key state run companies. Here, guanxi can be helpful to
understanding policy debates and directions that may
positively or adversely impact potential investments. For
example, correctly anticipating government regulations on
third party, value-added services for China’s telecom carriers
could have saved considerable investments in the value-added
service sector.
In short, the cultivation and use of guanxi to overcome
information inefficiencies and influence competitive and
entrepreneurial behaviors is vital to the success of investors. It
is a discipline that takes time to develop and provides a
foundation for the successful execution of disciplines outlined
below.

2. The Discipline of Corporate
Governance
Today Chinese entrepreneurship is in transition. A number of
entrepreneurs including “returnees” (from Europe and
America) with prior, overseas entrepreneurial experiences
understand the role of private equity capital, different forms
of financing and shareholder rights. However, many
entrepreneurs do not fully understand the differences in
institutional rights between venture capital, private equity,
bank loans or other forms of financing. As one venture
capital partner put it, “many entrepreneurs initially have no
respect for institutional capital and the rights of
shareholders”. In contrast to bank loans, the understanding
of venture and private equity capital as a co-owner and
partner is not easy to convey. Thus a key role of the equity
investor is to gain the confidence of entrepreneurs in venture
capital or private equity financing, and to educate
entrepreneurs on the differences in opportunity with each
form of capital, governance requirements and the rights of
shareholders.
Once found, an entrepreneur may not permit the venture
capitalist to invest. This is especially true among promising
Chinese companies that have been bootstrapped into high
profitability. But the venture investment could transform a
Chinese company into a next generation, global multinational.
Often this process builds on guanxi and can take much time.
Pei Kang, Managing Partner at Chengwei convinced the
founder of AAC Acoustic Technology Holdings Inc to consider
his investment by demonstrating his value-add in reducing
costs, augmenting the managerial and engineering team and
the ability to access international capital markets.
If the entrepreneur permits investment, the guanxi will soon
be tested. The venture capitalist must partner with the
entrepreneur to transform the company to meet institutional
investment demands. These changes can be dramatic. They
often include restructuring the company from a Chinese
company into a Cayman (or foreign) company to create a
standard venture preferred stock structure. This can be
followed by possible managerial changes to elevate the
company to the next stage; the structuring of the board of
directors; the addition of strong financial controls with a CFO
that reports to the board; and instilling transparency in
financial reporting and rules for corporate governance. For
U.S. companies that are entrepreneur-controlled, this can be a
jarring experience. For Chinese companies, this can be a
culturally transformative as well as a jarring experience. For
example, Stella Xi Jin, Venture Partner at IDG Technology
Venture Investment, Inc., noted that they were surprised when
one of their entrepreneurs decided to purchase an office
building without the board of directors’ prior-approval, even
though this was one of the rare cases in the portfolio. They
had to quickly instill a sense of corporate governance.
Corporate governance and transparency are vital to Chinese
companies that want to list on overseas exchanges such as on
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the NASDAQ or NYSE. But while guanxi may be foreign to
western investors, corporate governance and transparency can
be foreign to some Chinese entrepreneurs. In fact, guanxi
may run counter to corporate governance as it is a system of
favors as opposed to a system of predefined rules of conduct.
This is a major cultural change where investors have to
establish shared principles with the entrepreneur that private
institutional capital ultimately demands financial returns, not
just guanxi or employment.
How this is accomplished speaks to the considerable ingenuity
and broad, unusual skill set of the Chinese venture investors
to translate institutional capital demands and express them
into changing the very corporate infrastructure and culture of
some Chinese companies. The China venture capitalist has to
bridge many worlds, including language and cultural
differences between China and the west, institutional versus
private capital, the ability to add and integrate management,
and the ability to instill corporate governance and
transparency. The mutual due diligence period of guanxi
building in the first stage of the deal is the bridge into such
difficult negotiations. Another bridge is the lure of accessing
international capital markets and thereby elevating and
differentiating the Chinese venture versus its competitors. Pei
Kang noted it took him six months to simply define and
negotiate the Cayman structure with the founder of a
portfolio company. He had to explain the concept of
preferred stock to the entrepreneur’s lawyer. He also
successfully convinced the entrepreneur to replace key family
members with professional managers. These transitions of
governance and the development of an effective board and
management team are best undertaken at the outset of the
deal – before capital is invested in the company.
Working with management in a Chinese portfolio company is
a critical on-going process of continual relationship building,
mutual education and constant negotiation. In the U.S. the
venture investor might have the option – if necessary – of
replacing management and he usually has majority share and
control of the company. This is usually not so in China.
Chinese management is generally the investor’s partner, for
better or worse and possibly indefinitely, but in any case,
usually as the investor’s majority partner. Wayne Tsou, a
Governor of the China Venture Capital Association noted
“that one can seldom replace the founder CEO of a Chinese
company because the core managers’ loyalties usually lie with
the CEO and not with the investors or the board. So picking
the right entrepreneur CEO to back in the first place is of
paramount importance and often determines the ultimate
success of the investment.” Another investor noted that if
you have to replace a CEO, you had best do it before putting
in any money. Other venture investors have fired several CEOs
but may remain in the minority. Hugo Shong, Vice Chairman
and General Partner of IDG Technology Venture Investment
Inc., noted that the venture investor should be a “coach” to
be effective. In another words, if the CEO is a permanent,
controlling partner, then it is incumbent upon the venture
investor to carefully tend that relationship.
6
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Sometimes, the negotiations with the entrepreneur continue
well past the signing of term sheets and other documents.
The negotiations on terms may never quite end. According to
Duane Kuang, Director of Strategic Investments at Intel
Capital, negotiations can become most tense ironically when
things go very well and of course when they go badly. When
things go especially well, the entrepreneur may want to
renegotiate their share of equity. When things go badly, the
entrepreneur may want to simply leave the company as
opposed to staying on to clean-up the company’s closing.
Thus Chinese entrepreneurs expect more flexibility on
contracts that have outlasted their practicality; whereas
western managers often look to contracts as fairly fixed and
difficult to renegotiate. One approach to mitigating these risks
is to consider the likelihood of these factors when pricing the
deal.
Along the path to better corporate governance, another
critical job of the venture investor is steering clear of the risks
of a failed relationship with management. The meltdown and
fallout from such failed relationships between investors and
management can be severe. As one venture investor said,
because friendship and business can be inextricably
intertwined, a failed business relationship has the extra
emotional charge of a failed friendship.

3. The Discipline of Intellectual
Property
A comparable discipline to corporate governance is the
discipline of managing intellectual property rights. Protecting
intellectual property can involve a change in thinking for some
Chinese entrepreneurs. Many Chinese entrepreneurs think of
intellectual property quite differently from their foreign
counterparts. Culturally copying is not necessarily a crime,
but rather a way to honor past works of masters. Of course,
copying can also be more malicious, putting venture investors
at potential risk to intellectual property infringement suits.
Three forms of intellectual property problems can arise in
some ventures. First, a successful entrepreneur or employee
wants to split off another, independent enterprise even
though it may be based on the intellectual property of the
current entity. Second, employees come to the organization
and use the proprietary intellectual property of their previous
firm. Third, unscrupulous competitors may counterfeit a
venture’s products creating economic and reputation risks,
especially as the costs of advertising escalates.
To mitigate these risks venture investors have to instill the very
concept of intellectual property and an understanding of the
company’s intellectual property rights with both the
entrepreneur and the employees of the venture. Occasionally
these problems can result in a legal dispute, but most often
the preferred solution is a negotiated solution. Again,
investors have to assess the likelihood of these risks early in
the valuation of the deal.

4. The Discipline of Local
Adaptation
A key success factor of many ventures is the business model
innovation and adaptation to the local constraints and
opportunities in the Chinese marketplace. As Duane Kuang
of Intel, put it, “At 1,000 feet an online bookseller just looks
like Amazon. At 500 feet, you realize you have no credit
cards and you have to adapt your business model for cash on
delivery. At a 100 feet level, you realize everything is really
different.” Venture investors have to work with entrepreneurs
in adapting business models imported from elsewhere to the
Chinese context.
Many early companies illustrate such transformed business
models that work in the Chinese context. For example,
Shanda the successful gaming company that listed in May
2004 on the NASDAQ exchange, leveraged Korean game
technology but modified the games for a Chinese audience.
51jobs.com, a venture-backed jobs website, has often been
called “the Monster.com of China.” However, its revenue
model is adapted to the Chinese context with most revenue
coming from off-line classified print ads as opposed to
Monster.com’s completely on-line revenue base. While the
population of Chinese personal computer users are becoming
the largest in the world, most users have access to machines
only in the office or at Internet cafes. “Personal” computers
in China are in fact often public computers.
Many Chinese consumers do not have credit cards or they
prefer not to use them online. This difference in availability
and use of payment infrastructures forces key adaptations to
revenue and payment models. For example, in addition to
accepting China-issued credit cards, Ctrip, one of China’s
largest online travel sites, allows customers to book travel
online but pay over the phone or by cash on delivery. But
Ctrip’s revenues also come from signing up hotels and airlines
as advertisers on the website plus a booking commission. Any
8 uses a subscription model where consumers send in checks
and money orders to receive a download card with codes for
accessing the site’s music. Instead of using credit cards, China
Finance Online charges ahead of time for a software
download that permits access to their website’s financial
information. DangDang, China’s large online book seller and
retailer, relies on checks and cash on delivery for getting
payments.

importance of local knowledge is Yaolan which distributes
baby foods imported from the United States and other
products to mothers of infants. The founders of Yaolan
recognized there would be tremendous opportunities and
differences in the practice of parenting infants between the
prior generation and the current generation of mothers. Given
changes in the political and socio-economic environments
within one generation they recognized the processes of
sharing parenting information across and within a generation
of mothers could be reinvented. Yaolan developed a model
for selling baby formulae similar to the sale of Tupperware
through Tupperware parties. Mothers are recruited to sell to
expectant mothers and train them in how to use new baby
foods and Yaolan products in the nutrition and care of the
child. In contrast to other companies that sell these products
often through pharmacies, Yaolan is able to co-create value
for customers through engaging the customer as a
distribution channel. Mothers who serve as sales people are
able to order products online, and resell them – giving them a
flexible and additional source of revenue to contribute to the
family income. Such business model innovations illustrate how
venture capital is working with entrepreneurs to innovate and
adapt known business models to the Chinese context.
In addition to product, service and business model
adaptations, a key local adaptation has to ensure that
receivables are collected in a timely way. Slow-paying
customers in China can dramatically elevate financing needs
so venture investors such as Michael Ricks, CEO, Investor
Growth Capital Asia Limited install strong financial controls
and a strong CFO at the outset of investment.

The lack of technology breakthrough startups has been more
than compensated by startups that excel at the application of
technology. For example, China’s dominant search engine
company, Baidu, uses variations of western search algorithms.
Other companies are looking at how to adapt anti-counterfeit
technologies to the local context. Adapting to the local
context requires both ground level knowledge and a sense of
history. One interesting venture that demonstrates the
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5. The Discipline of Value Addition
Beyond the money, venture investors worldwide are generally
supposed to add value to their investments. The same holds
true in China. China’s venture investors add value in many
different ways. These include:
• screening and recruiting management team members,
• instilling a sense of corporate governance and intellectual
property,
• helping companies enter global markets for access to
capital or distribution of products and services,
• installing and maintaining financial controls
• restructuring and spin-off of non-revenue generating
divisions,
• improving productivity through reducing product costs and
streamlining production operations
Adding value can often create conflicts with the entrepreneurs
as they may view the “value addition” as interference in their
managerial prerogatives. In China, the venture investor must
rely heavily and critically on his “guanxi” with the
entrepreneurs to bridge any likely conflicts. While venture
investors must always be mindful of their relationship with key
entrepreneurs, in the west, entrepreneurs who cannot
manage can be replaced by the venture investor. In China,
replacing management, while possible, becomes much more
complicated as the loyalty of employees and possibly of
customers is to the CEO, not to the company as such.
Replacing a CEO may trigger replacing an entire management
team. Furthermore in contrast to the US, Chinese
entrepreneurs are likely to own a controlling majority of the
company versus the venture investors’ shares.
Good and experienced new venture managers are a scarce
resource in China. Adding value by building management
capabilities in a Chinese portfolio company can thus be a
difficult process that tests the skills and ingenuity of the
venture investor. A number of investors are turning to talent
from Taiwan to augment the management teams of their
portfolio companies. Gordon Shaw, Managing Director of
Baring Private Equity Asia and Pei Kang, Managing Partner at
Chengwei Ventures recruit Taiwanese, Hong Kong and other
qualified managers to address shortages. Others also recruit
returnees to augment local teams. In one portfolio company
Pei Kang was even able to bridge management gaps by
convincing managers to accept what might have been
unacceptable for historical reasons: recruiting Japanese
consultants for their excellent process management
experience and skills. Building such teams requires
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considerable time and effort on the part of the venture
investor to bridge cultural gaps and build good “guanxi”
among all the parties. This is not easy. One company found
that its entrepreneurs refused to accept a CFO, necessary for
the IPO, because he was going to be paid a lot more than the
entrepreneurs. Compensation and integration of outside
managers (especially CFOs) into a venture team can often be
challenging. It can require considerable attention and
diplomacy from the venture investors.
Installing and maintaining financial controls becomes critical
as the company’s capital must be viewed as separate from the
entrepreneur’s personal finances. Hence venture investors
often have to install tight restrictions such as forbidding the
purchase of speculative real estate, cars and other
expenditures. Furthermore good financial controls and
receivables management can reduce the investment capital
required by companies. Michael Ricks, noted that some of his
portfolio companies have receivables of “less than 60 days”
because of the adoption of tight receivables management and
financial controls. Often, because of their own capital
constraints, Chinese customers can stretch out payments
thereby creating a capital squeeze and dramatically upping
the capital required to be invested.
Venture investors in China as elsewhere can add value in every
stage of the deal from creating the deal, through the liquidity
event. Shanda the online gaming company is illustrative of
potential payoffs from committed value addition. Shanda had
been a shopped deal in the venture community because it
initially lacked many fundamentals such as even a business
plan. But SOFTBANK Asia Infrastructure Fund (SAIF) adopted
the company, and added tremendous transformative value by
writing its business plan, fine tuning the business model and
strategy, adding to its management team and then
successfully coaching the management team and preparing
the company for its IPO on NASDAQ. However, others have
found the road to an IPO to be riddled with considerably
greater challenges.
A common exit route is through the trade sale, i.e. acquisition
by a strategic, corporate buyer. In contrast to underwriters
who provide some of the value added in the preparation of an
IPO, venture investors and private equity investors often have
to do the “heavy lifting” in preparing and convincing
founders and buyers about to agree on the merits of the sale.
Recent notable trade sales have been Yahoo’s $ 120 million
acquisition of a Chinese search engine company, 3721, and
eBay’s $ 180 million acquisition of Chinese online auctioneer,
EachNet.

6. The Discipline of Financial
and Legal Structuring

7. The Discipline of Creating
Opportunities from Regulations

In the west, the venture investor uses two classes of stock to
guarantee that the investment has a preferential return –
especially in the cases of either liquidity or liquidation, antidilution, an unrestricted path to liquidity, intellectual property
protection, board of directors’ representation for certain
investors, penalties for non-performance and so on. The most
commonly used instrument that guarantees these rights is
preferred stock, which is the class of stock that venture investors
hold. All other shareholders usually have common shares which
may not have these special, preferential rights. China only
allows one class of stock, i.e. common. Thus most VCs invest in
offshore holding companies rather than the venture directly.

Successful investing in China requires investors to master
complex political and regulatory environments for
competitive advantage. The Chinese legal and regulatory
environment is constantly changing – permitting and
enabling certain businesses and then disabling them as
well. These changes are driven in part by economics and in
part by politics. Having the inside track on regulatory
changes allows the China venture investor to anticipate
coming opportunities as well as maneuver out of
disfavored sectors.

Chinese capital markets may not be available to venture-backed
companies. If companies qualify, western and Asian stock
exchanges outside of China provide ready access to liquidity or
an exit for a venture investor’s investment. At an initial public
offering, such an exit converts the venture investor’s illiquid
preferred shares into more liquid common shares, subject to a
variety of tenable restrictions. Although this may change,
Chinese stock exchanges do not readily allow access to listing.
Once listed, the management’s and the venture investor’s shares
may be illiquid, i.e. they are currently forbidden to be sold.

Regulations in China are complex and licensing
requirements can vary across national, provincial and city
levels. This can be an opportunity as well as a cost. For
example licensing requirements can be leveraged as a
barrier to competitive entry. This is particularly the case
with various financial services, internet protocol valueadded services and media and even in the consumer sector.
As Pei Kang of Chengwei noted, government approval of
each and every one of Yaolan’s baby products is to the
advantage of the company and deters entry by lower
quality competitors. Thus turning regulations to advantage
is a key skill of many venture investors.

Another key instrument is the western employee incentive stock
option, a powerful driver for employees at portfolio companies
to work extra hard to gain personal wealth. In China, employee
stock options in a Chinese company may be simply unavailable
as a financial instrument for Chinese citizens. Thus aligning
managerial, employee and shareholder interests requires
innovative approaches to enable employees to purchase and vest
ownership of shares.
Faced with these conundrums, venture investors in China have
created innovative financial and legal structures that are a mix of
Chinese and western structures. Offshore western financial and
legal structures, such as in the Cayman Islands or British Virgin
Islands, provide a legal oasis where the China venture investor
can still meet the objectives of investment protection and access
to liquidity while adhering to Chinese laws. The venture
investor’s limited partnership may be a permissible U.S. entity
but its portfolio company may be incorporated in Cayman.
Simplistically, incorporating in Cayman permits instruments such
as both preferred and common stock, employee stock options as
well as the ability to list on both U.S. and Hong Kong stock
exchanges – solving the lack of access to Chinese capital
markets. The Cayman entity in turn owns a Chinese company
that is the actual entity that operates a business in China. In
2005, China's State Administration for Foreign Exchange
produced three notices governing a People's Republic of China
person's ownership in such structures, requirements for
registration and approvals for repatriating funds. The regulatory
uncertainty had a dampening effect on such structures, but the
latest notice in October 2005 eases initial restrictions and is likely
to spur a more vigorous investment process.
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Conclusions
China’s young venture capital and private equity industry is
successfully bringing the transformative power of global
capital to create and globalize the next generation Chinese
enterprise. Representative companies Shanda, Ctrip,
Mengniu, Li Ning, Sina.com, Netease, AsiaInfo Holdings and
Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation,
backed by China venture investors have all been listed on
global equity exchanges to collectively and some individually
realize billions of dollars in valuations. These companies are
global in the sense of having management with global
experience, products sold globally or global institutional
investors. These companies are market driven, created to
meet market and investor demand and have standards of
corporate governance and transparency that meet or exceed
global standards.
China’s venture capital and private equity investors have
innovated and evolved quickly to adapt to changing market
and regulatory environments. As China grows at a rapid rate,
and equity valuations in some sectors remain low by Western
standards, the industry is attracting new venture capital and
private equity entrants. Some new entrants do not
understand inherent risks. But experienced players, who
practice some or all of the seven disciplines described in this
paper, are delivering returns becoming comparable to
western venture portfolios.
Going forward the experience base of entrepreneurs and
investors is poised to contribute to the next stage of
“innovation” and perhaps the modernization of China’s state
owned enterprises. Duane Kuang of Intel noted that early
innovation in China had very little to do with compelling new
technologies. It was more about adapting existing
technologies to fulfill customer requirements in a unique
regulatory and social system that creates opportunities for
novel solutions. Going forward investors will look to grow
investment in new technology innovations in electronics,
communications and life sciences originating in China. As
state owned enterprises restructure, the same skills required
to build the next generation Chinese enterprise can be
applied selectively to creation of world class multinationals.
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All these investments are contingent on a supportive
regulatory environment.
Today, the China venture capital and private equity industry
connects the rest of the world to the opportunities of China.
Private institutional capital provides a way to globally knit the
interests of the retiree in Peoria, Illinois whose pension fund is
a China venture fund’s limited partner with the Beijing
entrepreneur funded by that venture fund.
Through years of learning by investing, and the efforts of
groups such as the China Venture Capital Association, the
venture capital and private equity industry has matured and
developed extraordinary skills to bridge across markedly
different world views. These include bridging gaps between
Chinese and western cultures and language, western and
Chinese investment and business models, and the
expectations of senior partners in the west who may have
limited experience with China, or the expectations of limited
partners who may have absolutely no experience with China.
They also bridge the differences between Chinese and
western laws and regulations, and the demands of western
and Asian capital markets. Successful venture and private
equity investors in China are change agents who not only add
tremendous value to their investments but harmonize the
world views of global investors and Chinese entrepreneurs.
China venture investors have had to translate demands of
differing worlds into developing enough guanxi with
entrepreneurs and other stakeholders to jointly transform
ventures into world-class, institutional investment grade
enterprises that gives shareholders a high rate of return. They
bridge the gap between the present and the future of Chinese
enterprises and between worlds that focused on “guanxi”
and worlds that focus more on “financial returns”. In turn
they are creating a “new guanxi between Chinese
entrepreneurs and global capital”. This could ultimately be the
true transformative legacy of China’s venture and private
equity investors.

Footnote
1

Accounting for purchasing power parity this is closer to
US$7 billion of investment in the US, or approximately one
third the level of venture investment in the United States.
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